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A theory is presented of the acoustic modulation of y radiation emitted by nuclei of a ferromagnetic 
material in which ultrasound with frequency n is excited in the crystal or a radio-frequency field is 
applied. It is shown that, in addition to excitation of satellites, resonance absorption occurs of ultra
sound (acoustic resonance) or the radio-frequency field if n coincides with the spin precession fre
quency of the excited nuclei. The calculations are made on the assumption that the nuclear spins in
teract with lattice vibrations by means of magnetic electron spin waves. 

INTRODUCTION 

IF ultrasonic vibrations of arbitrary frequency n are 
excited in a crystal which is a source or absorber of 
resonance y radiation, then in the emission or absorp
tion spectrum, in addition to the main line correspond
ing to the frequency ko of the nuclear transition, addi
tional satellites appear whose frequencies are deter
mined by the relation ko ± NQ (N = 1, 2, ... }, and the 
intensities fall with increasing N. Early theoretical 
studies[ 1 , 2 J discussed the effect of ultrasound on reso
nance y transitions of nuclei in nonmagnetic crystals 
in the case when the source or absorber is character
ized by the same transition line. The principal results 
of these studies have been confirmed experimentally by 
Ruby and Bolef,[ 3 l and Cranshaw and Reivari, [4 J who 
excited ultrasonic vibrations in a y-ray source with the 
same emission line (Co57 in a nonmagnetic matrix). In 
more recent experiments [s, 6 J with a similar source, 
ultrasound was excited in a magnetically polarized ab
sorber (Fe57) by a radio-frequency field (by means of 
magnetostrictive coupling). The observed pattern of the 
absorption spectrum turned out to be more complex 
than predicted by theory[ 1• 2 J for the case of a nonmag
netic matrix, and still has not yet been satisfactorily 
explained even qualitatively. 

However, these experiments established that the 
satellites, in all probability, have an acoustical nature 
and that the ultrasound cannot be considered only as a 
source of modulation of the nuclear motion, for in mag
netic crystals its action is more complex. This leads to 
the necessity of searching for additional couplings of 
ultrasound with nuclear degrees of freedom. 

In the present article we will not attempt to analyze 
all the possible means by which ultrasound might affect 
the resonance absorption and emission of y rays. More
over, this cannot yet be done on the basis of existing ex
perimental data. We will consider only the situation in 
which, in addition to acoustic modulation of the motion 
of the center of mass of the nuclei of a magnetic crys
tal, there occurs also a qualitatively different phenom
enon: resonance absorption of ultrasound by the nuclear 
spin system when the frequency n of the ultrasound is 
comparable with the frequency of the Zeeman splitting 
of the nuclei in a constant or hyperfine magnetic field 
H0 (nuclear acoustic resonance). Nuclear acoustic reso-
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nance affects the characteristics of resonance absorp
tion and emission of y rays by nuclei. In fact, as is well 
known, transitions of nuclei between Zeeman sublevels 
induced by ultrasound lead to a change in the angular 
state of the nuclear spin system. Since the nature of 
resonance absorption and radiation of y rays depends 
substantially on the angular state of the nuclei, the need 
naturally arises of taking into account the effect of Zee
man nuclear transitions induced by ultrasound on the 
intensity and spectrum of the y radiation. In order to 
take into account the effect of ultrasound on the nuclear 
spin system, it is necessary to know the mechanism of 
interaction between them. In the theory of nuclear 
acoustic resonance [7J of magnetic atoms of ferromag
netic materials, several means of transfer of ultrasonic 
energy to the spin system have been recently discussed. 
So far there is no agreement on this question. We will 
discuss the Silverstein mechanism, [a J the sense of which 
is that acoustic energy is transferred to the electron 
spin system by means of JUagnetostriction, and from it 
through the hyperfine interaction to the nuclear spin 
system. The authors of the previously cited experimen
tal studies [s' 6 J are also inclined toward this means of 
sonic energy transfer to the nuclear spin system, on the 
basis of a careful analysis of the results obtained by 
them. 

In the present article, for the example of a ferromag
netic crystal whose nuclei possess hyperfine (Zeeman) 
structure in the excited and ground states, we will dis
cuss the effect of ultrasound on the spectrum and inten
sity of resonance Mossbauer radiation. The principal 
attention will be devoted to the case in which the fre
quency of ultrasound becomes comparable with the fre
quency we of nuclear spin precession in the excited 
state (without difficulty the theory can be generalized to 
the case of nuclear acoustic resonance in the ground 
state). 

1. EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF NUCLEI UNDER 
CONDITIONS OF y AND ACOUSTIC EXCITATIONS 

Let us suppose that nuclei in a crystal which have 
spin F = Ig in the ground state and F = Ie in the excited 
states emit y rays characterized by the same unit po
larization vectors e~ and wave vectors ki· For sim
plicity we will assume that all the vectors ki are par-
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allel. If the distribution of ki is continuous, we can in
troduce a frequency distribution function u(ki) (here and 
subsequently we will take li = c = 1). 

Interaction of the nuclear spin with a constant (exter
nal or static hyperfine) magnetic field H0 leads to a 
Zeeman splitting of the energy levels of the ground and 
excited states of the nucleus with energies 

where w g = y ~0 is the Larmor frequency of the ground 
state, we =YeH0 that of the excited state, Yg, e is the 
gyro magnetic ratio of the nucleus, J1. is the magnetic 
quantum number characterizing the magnetic sublevels 
of the ground state, m is that of the excited state (in 
what follows the magnetic quantum numbers of' the ex
cited state will be designated also by other Latin let
ters: l, P, n, and the ground state by Greek letters 
!; , ~ ); ko is the frequency of the y transition, and the 
energy of the nuclear ground state in the absence of Ha 
is taken as zero. 

If we neglect the spin-spin and quadrupole interac
tions of the nucleus with its surroundings, the Hamil
tonian of the problem which interests us here can be 
represented in the form 

(1) 

where :160 describes the energy of the free nucleus, the 
field of y radiation, and the lattice vibration energy, 
d6z is the Zeeman energy of the nucleus, Vpy is the 
Hamiltonian of the interaction of the nucleus with a y 
ray characterized by a unit polarization vector eTJ 
=- %TJ (ex+ iTJey) (1] = 1 corresponds to a right-handed 
polarization, and 1J = -1 to a left-handed polarization 
with respect to the wave vector k}: c9 l 

( 2n ) % V.,. = 7ik [V(ke,)a~ +V:+(ke,)a.+]. (2) 

Here 

Sl' is the volume occupied by the radiation field, ak_ and 
ak are the photon creation and annihilation operators, 
gr is the orbital g factor, g~ is the spin g factor, rn 
is the radius vector of the n-th nucleon, and Pn. and Sn 
are the momentum and spin of the nucleon. 

VFp is the Hamiltonian of the indirect interaction of 
the nuclear spin with acoustic vibrations. According to 
Silverstein caJ for a circularly polarized sound wave 
characterized by frequency n and wave vector q, this 
Hamiltonian has the formu (in the semiclasskal repre
sentation) 

VFP = -'f,yFHFP[F +e«••-"'> + F_.e-'<•'-"'>], 
A, 

HFP =- (S,)[e.,q,(ooM + ooA) + e.,q,(ooM- to A)], 
OOq 

(3) 

where F ± = F x ±iF Y• r is the radius vector of the cen
ter of gravity of the nucleus, HFp is the amplitude of 
the radio-frequency field induced by ultrasound in the 

!)The effect of the oppositely rotating component can always be 
neglected if the amplitude of the radio-frequency field Hpp < H0 . In 
ferromagnetic materials the hyperfine field is -I 05 oersteds, and the 
radio frequency field does not exceed a few oersteds. 

nucleus, ( Sz) is the z component of the total angular 
momentum of the magnetic electrons, AF is the hyper
fine interaction constant, YF = Ye for F = Ie and YF 
= Yg for F = Ig, WM = y 0G/M0 and WA = 2yaK/M0 , Yo 
is the gyromagnetic ratio of the electron, M0 is the 
saturation magnetization, G is the magnetostriction 
constant, K1 is the anisotropy constant, wq is the spin 
wave energy, and eq is the unit polarization vector of 
the sonic wave. 

The ultrasound and y radiation produce transitions 
between states of the unperturbed Hamiltonian :160 +d6z. 
The effect of these perturbations on the behavior of the 
aggregate system is found by means of the equation 

i~l"ll'> = d61'1'>. (4) 

The interaction of the nuclear spins with the field HFp 
can be taken into account accurately by transferring 
to a system of coordinates rotating with frequency n 
around the direction of H0 • This transfer is accom
plished by means of the unitary transformation 11/J )* 
= exp { inF zt} 11/J), which gives 

i :ti.P>' = {Jf1' + VF,(t)} I.P)', (5) 

:J6• = :16, +:16,- QF, + oo 1{F,cos qr- F, sin qr}, 
VFv(t) = eiD11'%tVFve-tQ11's1, 

where w1 = -YFHFp· Now the operator de* describes 
the energy of the system with inclusion of the interac
tion of the spins with the ultrasound and VFy(t) can be 
considered as a perturbation producing transitions be
tween states of this operator. Then, going over in (5) to 
representation of the interaction, we obtain 

{} 
i-ati.PT> = v":(e) I.PT>, (6) 

I.PT> = Ul"ll'>, u = e'Je''e+'"'.', vF:(t) = UVF,u-•. 

The further transformations associated with Eq. (6} 
are well known. c 10 l Assuming that the state vectors of 
the operator J'{l0 + d{!z form an orthonormal basis, we 
represent 11/JT) in the form of a series in these states: 

lw'>= _L. b..,,. I.!!; a:> 

I Ig J1.; a~) is the state vector of the system at the initial 
moment of time, i.e., when the nucleus is in the JJ.-th 
sublevel of the ground state and the lattice in a state 
characterized by a quantum number a~. In absorption 
of a y ray the nucleus transfers to the m-th sublevel of 
the excited state and the lattice to some intermediate 
state characterized by a quantum number f3s. This state 
of the system is described by the vector IIem; -kif3s). 
Finally, I Kg 11-; k- ki, eTJ as) describes the state to 
which the system transfers after spontaneous radiation 
by the nucleus of a y ray characterized by a wave vec
tor k and polarization eTJ. 

Substitution of (7) into (6} leads to a system of equa
tions for the coefficients b of the expansion: 

ibv-a•= ~ (fgJ.L;a,jV~y(t)[l,m; -k,~,)b;;,~', 
s imtJ, s 

(Ba) 

ib;;,~',=l~ (l,m;- ki~,[V};y(t)llgJ!; a,O)bv.a.• 
1..1.a8o 
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+ ~ (/,m;~,lf1.v(t)\lgfl;kT]a,)b~~:~. (8b) 
v.kl'1a8i . 8 

ib~~=: = ~ (I gfl; kT]a,l f1.v (t) I I,m; ~.> b;;.kt, ( 8c) 
m~, 

The equations (8) are written for the case in which one 
nucleus is taking part in the radiative processes. If the 
effects associated with y excitation of the nuclei are in
coherent, then the equations for the probability ampli
tudes can be written for each nucleus individually. This 
means that averaging of (8) over the ensemble of nuclei 
does not change the form of these equations. 

Considering VFy as a small perturbation, we can 
solve the system (8) with the necessary degree of ac
curacy, and thereby find the values of the probability 
amplitudes b. However, our final goal will be calcula
tion of the intensity of y fluorescence resulting from 
action on the nucleus in an excited state of the ultra
sound which induces the spin transitions. It is conven
ient to solve this problem in the density matrix repre
sentation, and this indicated by the following. The flu
orescence intensity can be determined as the change in 
the populations of the nuclear sublevels of the ground 
state as the result of spontaneous decay. However, the 
diagonal elements of the density matrix immediately 
determine the populations of the states. On the other 
hand, to describe the magnetic resonance it is neces
sary to know not only the values of the coefficients bJJ. 
but also the cross-product terms of the type bJJ.bt• and 
so forth (coherence), which are nondiagonal elements of 
the density matrix of the nuclear spin system. There
fore we will turn from the Eqs. (8) to the equations for 
the density matrix, having defined the latter as 

(9) 

for nuclei in the ground state and the y-radiation fields 

(10) 

for nuclei in an excited state. The angle brackets de
note averaging over the ensemble of nuclei. The first 
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (9) represents the 
density matrix of nuclei in the ground state before ab
sorption of a y ray. The second term is the density ma
trix describing the nuclei after their return from the 
excited as the result of spontaneous decay.21 In terms 
of this second term the intensity of y fluorescence 
characterized by a wave vector k and polarization e17 
can be written in the form 

The prime on the time derivative indicates that Eq. (11) 
takes into account the change in population of the Zee
man sublevels of the ground state due only to spontane
ous transitions. 

Thus, the problem now reduces to finding the equa
tions for dl' 1p~j,17 /dt, which is not hard to do by means 

2lThe matrix elements PmJ..I are a measure of the coherence created 
by the 'Y radiation and can be different from zero only for the condition 
of nuclear excitation by coherent 'Y radiation. [ 11 ] 

k-k·* 
of (8). We multiply Eq. (8c) by bJJ.'as~ and add the ex-

pression obtained to its complex conjugate, in which it 
is necessary to perform the substitution JJ. ~ JJ.'. Then 
we will average over the final intermediate states of the 
lattice and also sum over i. The equation obtained in 
this case will be given below (Eq. (19)). At this point 
we wish to note that the right-hand part of this equation 
depends, as should be expected, on the density matrix 
Pmm' of the excited state, in which, incidentally, spin 
transitions can be induced if the ultrasonic frequency is 
appropriate. We will discuss at first the derivation of 
the expression for Pmm'. 

2. DENSITY MATRIX FOR NUCLEI IN AN EXCITED 
STATE 

In derivation of the equation for Pmm' we will take 
into account that the binding forces in the crystal are 
very weak in comparison with the intranuclear forces. 
Therefore we will assume that they affect only the mo
tion of the center of gravity of the nucleus and do not 
affect its internal degrees of freedom. This means that 
the state vector of the entire system can be represented 
in the form of the product of the vectors describing the 
lattice state and the internal degrees of freedom of the 
nuclei. Taking into account this fact and also Eqs. (8b) 
and (8c), we obtain in second order perturbation theory 
for VFy the following equation: 31 

~ 

Pmm•= -fPmm+ ~ ~ d-re-r'1'G~~· exp {-it [Q (n- n')- OOg (fl- fl') 
i!l-1-'-'nn'PP' 0 

+ oo, (P- P'))} · [exp {- i-r (k0 - k1- nQ + flOOg - Poo1)} {e-lk;u!TI e1k;ulo>) 

+ {e-ik;u<o> e'k;u<'>).exp {i-r (ko- k;- n'Q + fl'oo,- P'oo,)}J 
X (m I P) (PIn) (n' \P') (P'I m') p"'"'' (t- -r), (12) 

a:;.,= (l,nj V...,jl,fl)(l,n'l V...,jl,fl')•, 

where (pI m) = of,~ (qr' e, 0) is the Wigner function, 

w, e = arctg--,...,-, oo1 =(oo,'+(oo,- Q)']'", 
co.-;::." 

u( T) is the displacement of the nucleus from its equi
librium state in the interaction representation, r is 
the decay constant of the excited states, and the brack
ets (( .•. )) indicate averaging over lattice states. The 
second term of the right-hand side of Eq. (12) involves 
the phonon correlators, which can be transformed to 
the form Cll 

((e-••,•<'le'"•"<'>)) = e-•w-z, exp { ~· [h(Q) e'0 ' + (h(Q) + 1) e-'"']}, (1 3) 

where exp {-2W} is the Debye-Waller factor, and 

X,= (R I N,Q) (e.k,')'(h(Q) + 1/2] (14) 

is an additional term due to the ultrasound, R is the 
energy of the recoil nucleus, N0 is the number of atoms 
in the sample, k~ is a unit vector in the direction of 
propagation of the y excitation, and h(n) >> % is the 
number of quanta of ultrasound at frequency n. 

Using the expansion 

exp(X,cosa)= E /N(X,)exp(iNa), (15) 
N-~ 

3)Jt is assumed that the thermal relaxation time is much greater than 
the lifetime of the excited state. 
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where IN(Xi) = (-i)NJN(iXi) is a Bessel function with 
imaginary argument, and converting from the summa
tion over i to an integral, we obtain 

p,.,., =- rp,.,., +' .E w~::;,(X,N')exp {- it[Q(l-l')-- w,(~- ~') 
t.•t.PPIU/NI 

+ w,(P- P')]}<miP><P ll><l'IP')(P'Im')pw(t). (16) 
Here 

w,,t~!,(X,N') = f u(k)dke-•w=z' IN'(X,)G:;~, [ { ~ - i(k- k, + lQ- ~{i). 
(17) 

+Pw,+N'Q)} _,+ {fl2+i(k-k,+l'Q-~'w,+P'w,-t-N'Q}-'] 

determines the probability of excitation of nuclei by 
y rays hitting the crystal. Since the density matrix 
p~~, of the ground state remains essentially unchanged 
during the life of the nucleus, Eq. (16) can easily be in
tegrated: 

,.,.,(t)= ~ wi~;p, exp{-it[Q(l-l')-w,(~-~')+w1 (P-P')]} 
P ~ ~ r-i[Q(l-l')-w,(~-n+w,(P-P')] 

llltt•PPrNI 

x<miP><Pil)(l'IP')(P'Im')Pw· (18) 

This is a very general expression describing the sta
tionary motion of nuclei in an excited state. Its struc
ture reflects the double role of ultrasonic excitation in 
the crystal. In the first place, the ultrasound produces 
induced cyclic oscillations of the centers of gravity of 
the nuclei with frequency n, which eventually leads to 
appearance of additional lines (satellites) in the y -ray 
absorption spectrum (W). In the second place, the radio
frequency field stimulated by the ultrasound induces 
radio-frequency transitions between the magnetic sub
levels of the nuclear excited state, if its frequency n is 
of the order of the Zeeman splitting frequency we· 
This leads to a change in the populations of the sublev
els of the excited state and consequently also a change 
in the intensities of the individual y-transition lines. If 
the ultrasonic frequency n differs significantly from 
we (We-n >> r), there will be no sound absorption, 
(miP) = 6mp, and the matrix Pmm' will depend only 
on W. 

3. y FLUORESCENCE UNDER ULTRASONIC 
EXCITATION 

It was noted above that to calculate they-ray inten
sity it is necessary to find the change in the populations 
of the Zeeman sublevels of the nuclear ground state due 
to spontaneous nuclear transitions or, in other words, 
to find the expression for de' >p~JJ.'7J/dt. Omitting the 

calculations, which are identical to those carried out to 
find Pmm', we give the final equation 

- w1 (!! -!!')+ w1(K- K')]}(m'IK')(K'In')(n IK)(Kim)p .... ,. 

·{6(k-7i,)+o5(k-7i,')}, (19) 

where 

R ( k )' 1 X.= N,Q e•jkj [ h(r.!H-z-]. 

ko =ko-rt1+JJ.wg-Kwr-Nn, k~ =ko-n'n+JJ.'wg 
- K' Wf- Nn. It is easy to show that the right -hand side 

of Eq. (19) is proportional to the total probability for 
transition of the nucleus from the excited state to the 
ground state per unit time. It is different from zero 
when the frequency of the emitted y ray is ko or k;;, 
i.e., for the condition that the energy conservation law 
is satisfied. 

Substitution of (19) into (11) now enables us to obtain 
a more general expression for the intensity of y fluo
rescence in a given direction. We will give it here for 
the particular case of nuclear excitation by circularly 
polarized y rays, for example, right-polarized. If we 
take into account that in this case it is necessary to set 
l = l' in Eq. (18), we obtain 

SF ( ~=j} = const I: G;:"(ke,) t e-•w-x,JN(X,)w:;!,(N'X,) 
nn'~PP'lt[k[ N,N'=-oo ( 20) 

(n I )(Pil)(liP')(P' In') ewcn-n')'a .. {l5(k- ko) + 6(k- ko')}, 
X r- i(P- P') [w.' +(w,- Q)'J"' .. 

where a~~' is the density matrix of the ground state in 
the laboratory system of coordinates, which is related 
to p~~' by the equation a~~, = exp {iwg(~- ~')t}p~~,. 
In obtaining Eq. (20) we considered the fact that the non
diagonal elements of a~~, are absent since the only 
source introducing coherence to the nuclear system
ultrasound-acts only on the excited state. This is 
equivalent to saying that the components transverse to 
the magnetic field of the magnetization of the nuclear 
spin system of the ground state are zero in thermal 
equilibrium. 

For nuclei in an excited state this is no longer true. 
Interaction of these nuclei with ultrasound leads to es
tablishment of definite phase relations of the excited 
states within the ensemble of nuclei, which is well known 
to be a necessary condition for experimentally observ
able interference of nuclear states. In the present case 
the interference appears as beats of they-fluorescence 
intensity with a frequency n (n- n' ). Observation of 
these beats requires special apparatus. The usual radi
ation detectors used in Mossbauer experiments record 
the average intensity value which is represented in 
Eq. (20) by terms with n = n'. 

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Ultrasonic vibrations excited in a magnetic crystal 
lead to a rather complex expression for the y-fluores
cence intensity. First of all, the spontaneous radiation 
of the nuclei is represented not only by the principal 
transition lines but also by additional lines (the sum 
over N in (20)) which are separated from each other in 
frequency by an amount n. Recently these lines have 
been observed in Fe57 nuclei by Heiman et al.[ 5 l (un
fortunately, this is only cited in the article). The inten
sity of each line depends not only on the expression 
IN(Xe) exp -Xe determined by the ultrasonic power, 
but also on the expression characteristic of nuclear 
magnetic resonance, which depends on the frequency 
and amplitude of the radio-frequency field induced by 
the ultrasound in the nucleus: 

(n IP)(Pil)(liP')(P' In> 
r- i(P-P') [w,' +(w,- Q)'] '/, 

For this reason the intensity of the main and satellite 
lines has a resonance dependence on the frequency n: 
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it is maximal for n =we and minimal when we-n 
>> r. It is easy to see that the dependence of the inten
sity on the ultrasonic frequency has a Lorentz shape 
with a width r. This dependence can be used success
fully for detection and study of nuclear magnetic reso
nance and nuclear magneto-acoustic resonance in mag
netic crystals. Here one interesting feature calls itself 
to our attention: spin transitions of nuclei, detected by 
means of y radiation, can be observed also in the case 
when the Zeeman splitting frequency is much smaller 
than the width r of the excited state.L 12 l 

As is well known, with Mossbauer's discovery an 
extraordinarily sensitive method has appeared in solid
state y spectroscopy for studying the energy spectra of 
nuclei. However, even here, as in every spectroscopic 
method, the sensitivity is limited by the natural width of 
the excited state. Therefore, for we <r it becomes 
completely unsuitable for the purposes mentioned. Com
bination of a radio-frequency technique with the Moss
bauer method permits the limits of applicability of the 
latter to be considerably extended, in particular, to the 
region of very weak magnetic fields acting on nuclei. 

If the ultrasonic frequency is far from the resonance 
frequency we, there will be no sound absorption and 
Eq. (20), as should be expected, will go over to the well 
known expression given by Abragam.[ll In the absence 
of ultrasonic excitation (niP)= Onp, la(Xe) = 1, IN(Xe) 
= 0, for N * 0 the satellites disappear, and in spontane
ous radiation y rays are present whose frequencies are 
determined by the relation ko = ko- nwe + J.1. w g• where 
n takes on the values of the magnetic quantum numbers 
of the excited state, and J.1. -those of the ground state. 
In other words, ordinary Mossbauer radiation occurs 
of y rays with energy and polarization allowed by the 
selection rules. 

The nature of the spontaneous radiation of y rays is 
substantially affected by the conditions of nuclear exci
tation. In fact, SF depends on W -the probability for 
absorption of y rays whose distribution in frequency is 
characterized by the function u(ki). If the width b. of 
the excitation spectrum is much greater than the dis
tance between the excited sublevels, then, as follows 
from Eq. (17), the nuclei will be excited on absorption 
of y rays with energies corresponding to the energies 
of the main and satellite transitions. If b. is much less 
than Wg and We'""' il, then 

W ~ e-•w-xdN'(X,) {'/,r- i(k,- k, + lQ -i:;w, + P<U 1 + N'Q) }-' (21) 

represents the probability of selective excitation of 
a nucleus to a definite sublevel whose energy is found 
from the condition 

k, = k0 -lQ+~w,-Pw1 -N'Q. (22) 

For definite values of l, !;, and P, the latter expres
sion determines the location of the satellites in they
ray absorption spectrum, which depends on the ampli
tude of the radio-frequency field at the nucleus through 
the quantity Wf = [ w~ + (we-n )2] 112 • If We = n and w1 

< r, then the effect of the radio-frequency field HFp is 
unimportant. However, if w1 '""'r, the effect of the field 
must already be taken into account, for it appears in 
the shift of the lines. This tendency was noted by Hei-

man et al. L 5 1 without any quantitative evaluations. In 
the absence of ultrasonic absorption, Eq. (22) goes over 
to the form 

N' =0, ±1 ... (23) 

For N' = 0 this condition determines the location of the 
main lines, and for N' = ±1, ±2 ••. that of the satellite 
lines. The pattern of the spectrum appears as follows. 
The most intense lines, which correspond to central 
transitions with definite values of l and !;, have on their 
left and right satellite lines at a distance N'n. The in
tensity of the latter is determined by the expression 
IN' (Xi) exp -Xi and falls off with increasing N'. This 
is well substantiated by the recent experimental work 
of Asti et al. 

We have discussed the effect of sonic vibrations on 
absorption and radiation of y rays by the nuclei of a 
magnetic crystal, without specifying the means of ultra
sonic excitation. We will note only that if the sonic vi
brations are induced by a radio-frequency field applied 
to the sample (due to the magnetostrictive interaction), 
then for samples whose thickness is of the order of the 
skin depth, the action on the nuclei of the radio-fre
quency field induced by the ultrasound can be neglected, 
and the problem reduces to solution of Eq. (4), in which 
VFp must be replaced by the Hamiltonian of the indi
rect interaction of the nuclei with the variable radio
frequency field. All of the remaining calculations will 
be the same as those carried out in this article. 
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